Spatial Planning: Theory and Practice (空間規劃理論與實務)
Syllabus, 2011
Instructor: H. C. Hsieh
Credit Hours: 3

Course Description:

The course is mainly concerned with the relationships between a variety of urbanisms and their spatial organizations. The urbanisms selected are: Network Urbanism, Landscape/Ecological Urbanism, and Typological Urbanism. Lectures and interstitial class discussions are designated as the main platform for teaching/learning interactions. This said, participations of in-classroom discussion are strongly recommended and reading listed articles is a must. Grades are to be calculated as the classroom performances of each student constituting 50%, and a final paper (style and content will be announced at the last month of the semester) as another 50%.

Readings:

I. On Spatial Planning and Urbanism

II. On Network Urbanism

III. On Landscape Urbanism/Ecological Urbanism:

IV. On Typological Urbanism

V. Other Urbanisms